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(f) The following standards are not
available from the original publisher or
a standards reseller. As indicated in
paragraph (b) of this section, the standards are available for inspection at the
NWCCA. In order to inspect the standards at a NARA location other than the
NARA facility in College Park, MD,
please contact the NWCCA, Room 2380,
8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, MD
20740–6001, phone number (301) 837–3415
or
e-mail
your
request
to
alic@nara.gov.
(1) ISO 2859–1: 1996 (‘‘ISO 2859–1’’),
Sampling Procedures for Inspection by
Attributes—Part 1: Sampling Plans Indexed by Acceptable Quality Level
(AQL) for Lot-by-Lot Inspection, 1996,
IBR approved for § 1237.28.
(2) ANSI/NAPM IT9.11–1993 (‘‘ANSI/
NAPM IT9.11–1993’’), Imaging Media—
Processed Safety Photographic Films—
Storage, 1993, IBR approved for
§ 1237.16.
§ 1237.4 What definitions apply to this
part?
(a) See § 1220.18 of this subchapter for
definitions of terms used throughout
Subchapter B, including part 1237.
(b) As used in part 1237—
Aerial photographic records means
film-based images of the surface of the
earth, of other planetary bodies, or of
the atmosphere that have been taken
from airborne vehicles or satellites.
They include vertical and oblique aerial negative film taken from conventional aircraft as well as copy negatives, internegatives, rectified negatives, and annotated and other prints
from these negatives. Also included are
infrared, ultraviolet, multispectral,
video, and radar imagery that has been
converted to a film base. These records
also include the relevant index system
in whatever form it may exist such as
mosaics, flight-line overlays or annotated maps, or electronic data bases
capturing the latitude and longitude
(or other coordinate-based location
data) of individual aerial photographic
center points.
Architectural and engineering records
means graphic records that depict the
proposed and actual construction of
stationary structures, such as buildings, bridges, and canals as well as
movable objects, such as ships, air-
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craft, vehicles, weapons, machinery,
and equipment. These records are also
known as design and construction
drawings and include closely related
indexes and written specifications.
Audiovisual means any pictorial or
aural means of communicating information, e.g., photographic prints, negatives, slides, digital images, sound recordings, and moving images.
Audiovisual equipment means equipment used for recording, producing, duplicating, processing, broadcasting,
distributing, storing, or exhibiting
audiovisual materials or for providing
any audiovisual services.
Audiovisual production means an organized and unified presentation, developed according to a plan or script, containing visual imagery, sound, or both,
and used to convey information. An
audiovisual production generally is a
self-contained presentation.
Audiovisual records means records in
pictorial or aural form, including still
photographs and motion media (i.e.,
moving images whether on motion picture film or as video recordings), sound
recordings, graphic works (e.g., printed
posters), mixed media, and related
finding aids and production files.
Cartographic records means graphic
representations drawn to scale of selected cultural and physical features of
the surface of the earth, of other planetary bodies, and of the atmosphere.
They include maps, charts, photomaps,
orthophotomaps and images, atlases,
cartograms, globes, and relief models.
Related records are those that are integral to the map-making process, such
as field survey notes, geodetic controls,
map history case files, source material,
indexes, and finding aids.
§ 1237.10 How must agencies manage
their audiovisual, cartographic, and
related records?
Each Federal agency must manage
its audiovisual, cartographic and related records as required in parts 1220
through 1235. In addition, agencies
must:
(a) Prescribe the types of audiovisual,
cartographic,
and
related
records to be created and maintained.
(See § 1235.42 of this subchapter for
transfer requirements for permanent
audiovisual records.)
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36 CFR Ch. XII (7–1–10 Edition)

(b) Create and maintain current inventories showing the location of all
generations of audiovisual records and
all cartographic and related records,
especially those not maintained centrally by the agency.
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§ 1237.12 What record elements must
be created and preserved for permanent audiovisual records?
For permanent audiovisual records,
the following record elements must be
created or acquired and preserved for
transfer into the National Archives of
the United States. (See § 1235.42 of this
subchapter for transfer requirements
for permanent audiovisual records.)
(a) Motion pictures.
(1) Agency-sponsored or produced motion picture films (e.g., public information films) whether for public or internal use:
(i) Original negative or color original
plus separate optical sound track;
(ii) Intermediate master positive or
duplicate negative plus optical track
sound track; and,
(iii) Sound projection print and video
recording, if both exist.
(2) Agency-acquired motion picture
films: Two projection prints in good
condition or one projection print and
one videotape.
(3) Unedited footage, outtakes and
trims (the discards of film productions)
that are properly arranged, labeled,
and described and show unstaged,
unrehearsed events of historical interest or historically significant phenomena:
(i) Original negative or color original; and
(ii) Matching print or videotape.
(b) Video recordings.
(1) For analog videotapes, the original or earliest generation videotape
using industrial-quality or professional
videotapes for originals and a copy for
reference.
(2) For video discs, the premaster
video used to manufacture the video
disc and two copies of the disc.
(c) Still pictures.
(1) For analog black-and-white photographs, an original negative and a captioned print or the captioning information maintained in another file such as
a data base if the file number correlation is clear. If the original negative is

nitrate, unstable acetate, or glass
based, a duplicate negative on a polyester base is needed.
(2) For analog color photographs, the
original color negative, color transparency, or color slide; a captioned
print of the original color negative and/
or captioning information in another
file such as a data base with a clear
correlation to the relevant image; and
a duplicate negative, or slide, or transparency.
(3) For slide sets, the original and a
reference set, and the related audio recording and script.
(4) For other pictorial records such as
posters, original art work, and filmstrips, the original and a reference
copy.
(d) Digital photographic records. See
§ 1237.28 for requirements for digital
photographs.
(e) Sound recordings.
(1) Disc recordings:
(i) For electronic recordings, the
origination recording regardless of
form and two compact discs (CDs) or
digital video disks (DVDs).
(ii) For analog disc recordings, the
master tape and two disc pressings of
each recording, typically a vinyl copy
for playback at 331⁄3 revolutions per
minute (rpm).
(2) For analog audio recordings on
magnetic tape (open reel, cassette, or
cartridge), the original tape, or the
earliest available generation of the recording, and a subsequent generation
copy for reference.
(f) Finding aids and production documentation.
(1) Existing finding aids such as data
sheets, shot lists, continuities, review
sheets, catalogs, indexes, list of captions, and other documentation that
identifies the records.
(2) Production case files or similar
files that include copies of production
contracts, scripts, transcripts, and appropriate documentation bearing on
the origin, acquisition, release, and
ownership of the production.
§ 1237.14 What are the additional
scheduling requirements for audiovisual, cartographic, and related
records?
The disposition instructions should
also provide that permanent records be
transferred to the National Archives of
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